CONCORD LIGHTING TAKES CENTRE STAGE IN LONDON

Concord has helped David Hughes Architects and Hoare Lea Lighting transform an office building based in Finsbury Park, London into Park Theatre, an inspiring theatrical venue. The extensive project which ensued an overall spend of £2.5 million, was funded entirely through charity donations, fundraising and philanthropic gestures. Materials needed to be simple and cost-effective, making use of natural lighting and reclaimed furniture. LED lighting was also essential in transforming the colour of the entire theatre space; retaining a relaxed and historic atmosphere. Therefore, a cost effective and simple lighting solution was required.

David Hughes Architects and lighting design specialists, Hoare Lea Lighting, worked closely together to develop a simple, but hugely effective, natural and artificial lighting strategy. Two skylights were placed in both performance spaces, opening each room to natural, bright light during the day. When the sky lights were covered for evening performances, LED spotlights were specified to reinforce the theatres sociable atmosphere. Luminaires were to be selected depending on quality and cost-effectiveness.

As a result, the Concord Beacon LED and track mounted 13W LED was used as spotlights in the Atrium. Meanwhile, Lumiance’s ultra-slim wall mounted LumiPanel, notorious as a quick, simple and effective upgrade to LED illumination, was selected for wall and ceiling light use in the theatre. The specially selected luminaires achieved each LED requirement, proving them as the perfect solution to simplicity, cost and energy efficiency whilst determining the atmosphere of the room.

“We worked tirelessly with the client team to specify materials, lighting and furniture, making sure every penny counted,” explains David Hughes, Managing Director of David Hughes Architects. “We were aware of Havells Sylvania as being one of the top quality luminaire brands within the industry.
This, along with the energy saving elements identified in both its LumiPanel and Concord Beacon LED spotlights, made choosing a lighting supplier incredibly easier.”

Within 18 months, the 1,100 sq. m office building had been transformed into a fully-fledged establishment, including two performance spaces, a cafe/bar, a multi-function rehearsal space, three dressing rooms, and all the requisite back-of-house facilities. The interior of the building presents a contemporary and welcoming atmosphere, which brings high culture to the cosmopolitan North London area.

For more information on the products available from Havells-Sylvania, visit www.concord-lighting.com.
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Editors notes:

About Havells-Sylvania

Formed in April 2007, Havells-Sylvania is owned by Havells India Ltd, a US$ Billion plus company. With 94 branches and representative offices worldwide, and over 8000 employees working in more than 50 countries; Havells has grown rapidly since its humble beginnings in Delhi in 1958. Havells has eighteen manufacturing plants in India, Europe, Latin America and Africa; producing globally acclaimed products, including: switchgear, cables, wires, luminaires and lamps.

Havells-Sylvania is a leading, full-spectrum provider of professional and architectural lighting solutions. Built on over a century of expertise in lamps and luminaires, Havells-Sylvania supplies state-of-the art products and systems to the public, commercial and private sectors, worldwide. Havells-Sylvania strives to deliver the finest products, service and consulting possible. All over the world, people rely on group companies: Concord, Lumiance and Sylvania, for top quality, energy-efficient solutions to suit their individual lighting needs.

www.havells-sylvania.com
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